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Using a data sample with an integrated luminosity of 3.9 fb21 collected ine1e2 annihilation with the
CLEO-II detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring, we have measured the branching ratios for the decay
modesDs
1→(h,h8)p1 andDs1→(h,h8)r1 relative toDs1→fp1. These decay modes are among the most
common hadronic decays of theDs
1 , and can be related by factorization to the semileptonic decaysDs
1
→(h,h8)l 1n l . The results obtained are compared with previous CLEO results and with the branching ratios
measured for the related semileptonic decays. We also report results on the Cabibbo-suppressed decays of the
D1 to the same final states.@S0556-2821~98!00417-2#
PACS number~s!: 13.20.Fc, 13.65.1i, 14.40.Lb
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the most common hadronic decay modes for the
Ds
1 are the decaysDs
1→(h,h8)p1 and Ds1→(h,h8)r1,
where the notationDs
1→(h,h8)p1 represents the decays
Ds
1→hp1 and Ds1→h8p1. As can be seen from Fig. 1,
they are related by factorization to the semileptonic decays
Ds
1→(h,h8)l 1n l . This relation has been extensively dis-
cussed by Kamal, Xu, and Czarnecki@1#. One prediction of
the factorization hypothesis is that theDs
1 decay rate tohr1
can be simply related to the corresponding semileptonic de-
cay rate evaluated atq25mr
2 :
G~Ds
1→hr1!56p2a12f r2uVudu2
3
dG
dq2
~Ds
1→hl 1n l !u~q25m
r
2! . ~1!
Here f r is the decay constant for ther and a1 is a strong
interaction coefficient that is measured in two-body hadronic
D0 decays.
To test this factorization prediction experimentally, a
shape for the form factor must be assumed. It is expected to
be very close to the form factor forD0→K2e1ne , for which
*Permanent address: University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712.
†Permanent address: BINP, RU-630090 Novosibirsk, Russia.
‡Permanent address: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, CA 94551.
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G~D0→K2e1ne!
dG~D0→K2e1ne!/dq2
U
~q25m
r
2!
51.3060.01 GeV2.
This number is calculated using the CLEO measurement of
the form factor@2#. Assuming a similar pole shape for the
Ds
1 form factor yields the predictionG(Ds
1→hr1)/G(Ds1
→he1ne)'2.9 and G(Ds1→h8r1)/G(Ds1→h8e1ne)
'2.9 @3#.
In 1992 CLEO@4# measured the branching ratios for the
hadronic modes studied here using a much smaller data
sample of 0.69 fb21. Combining these measurements with
the more recent CLEO measurements of the semileptonic
modes @7#, we calculate the G(Ds
1→hr1)/G(Ds1
→he1ne)54.361.1 andG(Ds1→h8r1)/G(Ds1→h8e1ne)
514.865.8. The last number is well above the factorization
prediction of 2.9. Models that modify the factorization pic-
ture to include final state interactions are able to fit experi-
mental measurements for a long list of charm decay modes.
Even those models, however, cannot account for the very
large branching ratio forDs
1→h8r1 @5,6#; there appears to
be no other mode that can rescatter to this mode in sufficient
quantity to produce such a large branching ratio.
Because of the interest in these branching fractions, we
have remeasured them using the much larger data sample
now available. In the present analysis we use data corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.9 fb21 ~which in-
cludes the 0.69 fb21 used in the previous analysis! to remea-
sure the four modes, Ds
1→(h,h8)p1 and Ds1
→(h,h8)r1. The data were collected with the CLEO II
detector at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring~CESR!, at
center-of-mass energies equal to the mass of theY~4S! and
in the continuum just below theY~4S! resonance.
The CLEO-II detector is designed to detect both charged
and neutral particles with high resolution and efficiency. The
detector consists of a charged-particle tracking system sur-
rounded by a time-of-flight scintillator system. These are in
turn surrounded by an electromagnetic calorimeter which
consists of 7800 thallium-doped CsI crystals. This inner de-
tector is immersed in a 1.5 T solenoidal magnetic field gen-
erated by a superconducting coil. Muon detection is achieved
using proportional tubes interleaved with iron. A more com-
plete description of the detector can be found elsewhere@8#.
II. EVENT SELECTION
All events in this analysis are required to pass standard
CLEO criteria for hadronic events. Since all the signal
modes involve only pions in the final state, systematic errors
are reduced by imposing no hadron identification cuts on
either signal modes or the normalization mode. AllDs
1 can-
didates are required to havex5PDs /Pmax.0.63 (Pmax
2
5Ebeam
2 2MDs
2 ) to suppress combinatoric background.
Throughout this paper, reference to a particular charge state
implies the inclusion of the charge-conjugate state as well.
All photons are required to be in the good barrel region of
the calorimeter (ucosuu,0.71), to have a minimum energy
of 30 MeV, and to not match the projection of a charged
track. We choose pairs of photons whose invariant mass is
within 2.5 s(M ) of the nominalp0 mass;s(M ) is approxi-
mately 6 MeV/c2. We then kinematically constrain thegg
pairs to the nominalp0 mass in order to improve the mo-
mentum resolution of thep0. We also require thatucosup0u
,0.8, whereup0 is the angle between oneg in the p
0 rest
frame and thep0 momentum in the laboratory frame. The
signal is flat in cosup0 and the background peaks toward
cosup0511.
For h→gg decays, theh is selected in a manner similar
to the p0, but with the additional constraint that photons
which could be paired to makep0’s with momentum greater
than 0.8 GeV/c are rejected. We also detecth’s using the
h→p1p2p0 decay chain, although this mode gives a
sample with fewer events and less significance than the two-
photon decay mode. Ap0 momentum greater than
0.4 GeV/c is required. Allh candidates within 2.5s(M ) of
the nominal mass are considered, wheres(M ) is the rms
mass resolution for the given mode, typically about
14 MeV/c2 for thegg mode and 6 MeV/c2 for thep1p2p0
mode. In order to improve the momentum resolution of the
h, the decay particles from theh are kinematically con-
strained to the nominalh mass.
To selecth8 candidates we use thehp1p2 final state,
where theh is detected in bothgg and p1p2p0 modes.
Both h and h8 candidates are kinematically constrained to
the nominal mass in order to improve the momentum reso-
lution.
Reconstruction efficiencies and invariant mass resolutions
were determined by using aGEANT-based@9# Monte Carlo
~MC! simulation of the detector.
III. Ds
1 DECAYS INTO MODES CONTAINING A p1
Five modes are studied in which a pion is produced in the
weak decay:
~1! Ds
1→fp1 ~the normalization mode!, f→K1K2
~2! Ds
1→hp1, h→gg
~3! Ds
1→hp1, h→p1p2p0
~4! Ds
1→h8p1, h8→hp1p2, h→gg
FIG. 1. Related Feynman diagrams for hadronic and semilep-
tonic Ds
1 decays.
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~5! Ds
1→h8p1, h8→hp1p2, h→p1p2p0.
We require the pions that come directly from the weak decay
to have momentum greater than 0.7 GeV/c and theh or h8
from theDs
1 to have momentum greater than 1 GeV/c. This
reduces the background from random combinations.
A. Ds
1
˜fp1
Since this decay involves a pseudoscalar meson decaying
into a vector meson and a pseudoscalarp1, the f must be
polarized in the helicity zero state. We take advantage of this
by cutting on cosuK1, whereuK1 is the angle between the
K1 momentum and the direction opposite to theDs
1 momen-
tum in thef rest frame. The angle is shown in Fig. 2. The
signal has a cos2 uK1 distribution, while the background is
flat in cosuK1. We requireucosuK1u.0.45.
We selectf mesons within68 MeV of the peak mass,
and form thefp1 mass spectrum shown in Fig. 3. Thefp1
mass distribution shows two clear peaks, one from theDs
1
and the other from theD1. To fit the spectrum we use four
functions:
~1! TheDs
1 signal is fit to a sum of two Gaussians with a
common mean; the widths and relative areas are fixed to
values determined from the Monte Carlo signal simulation.
The mean is allowed to vary in the fit.
~2! The D1 signal shape is of the same form as for the
Ds
1 , with the mass constrained to be 0.099 GeV/c2 less than
the Ds
1 mass, which is the precisely measured mass differ-
ence@10#.
~3! The shape of the function used to represent theDs
1
→(f,h,h8)r1 feedthrough is determined from Monte
Carlo simulation. This feed through causes a broad peak in
the mass of the (f,h,h8)p1 system centered at 1.7 GeV/c2,
which is parameterized with a Gaussian. The normalization
of the feedthrough is determined from the measurement of
the branching ratio@4#.
~4! A second-order Chebyshev polynomial is used to rep-
resent the combinatoric background.
This fit yields 3748691 Ds
1 events. In all other fits, four
functions are also used, although the combinatoric back-
ground shape depends on the particular mode.
B. Ds
1
˜hp1
In Fig. 4 we show thehp1 invariant mass spectrum for
both decay modes of theh. The signal peaks are evident for
both the Ds
1 and D1. The peak at theDs
1 contains 766
644 events for the channelh→gg, and 154622 events for
the channelh→p1p2p0. Multiple entries into the plot
from a single event are allowed, and no effort is made to
select among them. The number of multiple entries is negli-
gible for all decay modes discussed in this paper except for
those using theh→p1p2p0 decay. In Table I we list the
FIG. 2. Illustration of the helicity angle,uK1. All vectors rep-
resent momenta in thef rest frame.
FIG. 3. TheM (fp1) distribution. The larger peak is due to the
decayDs
1→fp1; the smaller peak at lower mass is due toD1
→fp1.
FIG. 4. The M (hp1) distribution for ~a! h→gg, ~b! h
→p1p2p0.
TABLE I. Fit results forDs
1→(h,h8)p1. B is the branching
ratio of thef(h,h8) decay mode that is used.
Mode N e(%) eB(%) G/G(fp)
fp 3748691 19.160.2 9.4
hggp 766644 9.660.1 3.7 0.5260.0360.04
h3pp 154622 4.560.1 1.1 0.3560.0560.06
h8(hgg)p 479626 6.760.1 1.1 1.0960.0660.07
h8(h3p)p 5869 1.960.1 0.2 0.7360.1160.12
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yields for different channels and their efficiencies forDs
1
decay. We also list the measurement for the ratioG(Ds
1
→hggp1)/G(Ds1→fp1). In the tablee is the efficiency
andeB is the efficiency multiplied by the branching fraction
of the secondary decays. The systematic errors for the effi-
ciencies relative to thefp1 mode have several sources and
differ slightly from mode to mode. For thehggp
1 mode the
systematic error includes uncertainties in the relative charged
track ~4%! and photon detection efficiencies~5%!. We stud-
ied the Monte Carlo shape by letting the width of the two
Gaussians vary in the fit and then calculated the shift in the
central value, giving us an uncertainty of 3%. We also used
different background shapes to determine the uncertainty due
to the unknown background shape, and obtained an error of
4%. The total systematic error obtained by adding these un-
correlated errors in quadrature is 8%. For theh3pp
1 mode
the systematic error includes uncertainties in the photon de-
tection efficiency~5%! and in the signal~5%! and back-
ground~8%! shapes. In addition there was a systematic error
of ~10%! due to the modeling of multiple entries. The frac-
tion of all entries in the plot due to multiple entries is about
25%, and the 10% error quoted is an estimate of how well
the multiple entries are simulated. The total systematic error
obtained by adding these uncorrelated errors in quadrature is
15%.
The measured ratio forG(Ds
1→h3pp1)/G(Ds1→fp1)
shown in Table I is approximately two standard deviations
lower than the corresponding ratio for thegg mode, taking
into account the systematic errors which are not in common
to the two modes. The measurements ofDs
1→h8p1, de-
scribed in the next section, show a similar discrepancy, as do
the D1→hp1 andh8p1, although those have less statisti-
cal significance. As a result, we searched in some detail for a
systematic discrepancy in reconstructing the twoh decay
modes. To calibrate the relative efficiency for these modes,
and to check the reconstruction program, we studied events
of the typeD* 1→D0p1 with D0→K̄* 0h. This has a very
large and clean signal, and anh momentum spectrum very
similar to that for theDs
1 decays. Using this process, we
measure B(h→gg)/B(h→p1p2p0)51.5360.1660.10,
compared to the Particle Data Group~PDG! value of 1.64
60.04 @10#. This confirms that the relative efficiency for the
two decay modes of theh is reproduced properly in the
Monte Carlo simulation. Other checks using the data also
reproduced the expected ratio ofB(h→gg)/B(h
→p1p2p0), although with limited statistical power. Since
we were unable to isolate any systematic effect, we attribute
the difference between the twoDs
1→hp1 measurements to
an unlikely set of statistical fluctuations.
The yields and relative branching ratios for all of theD1
decays into the same final states are shown in Table II. The
efficiencies for theD1 modes are generally very close to
those for the correspondingDs
1 decays.
C. Ds
1
˜h8p1
For this mode, we can apply cuts on both theh mass and
the h8 mass, reducing the background substantially. Each
mass provides a kinematic constraint, helping to improve the
resolution for theh8p1 mass. As a result, these modes are
significantly cleaner thanDs
1→hp1. We require the mo-
mentum of theh8 to be greater than 1.0 GeV/c.
In Ds
1→h8p1, h8→hp1p2, h→p1p2p0, we found
that there are many events with multiple combinations of
pions which satisfy our selection criteria. Most of them come
from realh8 decays in which different rearrangements of the
same four charged pions~two directly from theh8 and two
from the h!, plus thep0, pass ourh and h8 cuts. In these
cases, the candidate has the properh8p1 mass even if these
assignments are not all the correct ones. We take only one
candidate per event, choosing the candidate with the mini-
mum value of ax2 based on thep0, h, andh8 masses:x2
5(dMh8)
2/sh8
2
1(dMh)
2/sh
2 1(dMp0)
2/sp0
2 .
In Fig. 5 we show theh8p1 invariant mass spectrum for
both h decay modes. The peak at theDs
1 mass contains
479626 events for the channelh→gg, and 5869 events
for the channelh→p1p2p0. The efficiencies and relative
branching ratios are shown in Table I. The systematic error
n the branching ratio measurement due to the uncertainty in
charged track efficiency is negligible for the case ofh
→gg because the final state has the same number of charged
tracks as the normalizing mode. The main contributions to
the systematic error are the uncertainties in the photon detec-
TABLE II. Fit results forD1→(h,h8)p1.
Mode N e(%) eB(%) G/G(fp)
fp 1133672 20.360.2 9.9
hggp 225638 9.660.2 3.7 0.5360.0960.05
h3pp 50620 4.660.1 1.1 0.4060.1560.07
h8(hgg)p 114618 6.860.1 1.1 0.9060.1460.07
h8(h3p)p 1267 1.960.1 0.2 0.5260.2960.09
FIG. 5. TheM (h8p1) distribution, using the decay modeh8
→hp1p2 with ~a! h→gg, ~b! h→p1p2p0.
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tion efficiency ~5%! and in the shapes used to describe the
signal~3%! and background~3%!. The total systematic error
obtained by adding these uncorrelated errors in quadrature is
6%. For the channelh→p1p2p0, the main contributions
to the systematic error are the uncertainties in the efficiency
for charged tracks~4%! and photons~5%! and in the shapes
for the signal~10%! and background~4%!, and in handling
of events with multiple combinations~10%!. The last error is
a conservative estimate of how well the process of choosing
the best candidate is simulated in the Monte Carlo calcula-
tion. The total systematic error obtained by adding these un-
correlated errors in quadrature is 16%. The resulting mea-
surements are shown in Tables I and II.
IV. Ds
1 DECAYS INTO MODES CONTAINING A r1
The analogousDs
1 decay channels, where thep1 has
been replaced by ar1, can be studied using very similar
cuts. Because of lower rates, lower efficiency, and a serious
problem with multiple combinations within the same event,
the h→p1p2p0 decay does not add significantly to the
measurements of these modes, and is not used. A data
sample with about 20% less integrated luminosity was used
for the measurements of these modes.
A. Ds
1
˜hr1
For the decay modeDs
1→hr1, we need to consider the
possibility of nonresonanthp1p0 feedthrough. For Fig. 6,
we require the helicity angle to be in the rangeucosup1u
.0.45, and the invariant mass of thep1p0 to be within
6170 MeV/c2 of ther1 mass. A fit to the resultinghp1p0
mass spectrum is shown, yielding 589643 Ds
1→hr1 can-
didates and 8632 D1→hr1 candidates; thus there is no
evidence ofD1→hr1. We cannot directly extract a branch-
ing ratio for Ds
1→hr1, however, until we account for pos-
sible nonresonant feedthrough.
Although cuts on the helicity angle and on ther mass
region can be used, the most reliable way to measure the
resonant branching ratio is to fit the Dalitz plot. By doing
this we make full use of the di-pion mass and the helicity
angle to isolate thehr1 signal. We therefore make a Dalitz
plot of all events with 1.94,M (hp1p0),1.99 GeV/c2, re-
moving the cuts on the helicity angle and on thep1p0 mass.
In Fig. 7 we show four Dalitz plots:~a! the signal region in
the data, defined as 1.94,M (hp1p0),1.99 GeV/c2; ~b!
the MDs data sidebands, which are the mass regions 1.75
,M (hp1p0),1.90 GeV/c2 and 2.04,M (hp1p0)
,2.24 GeV/c2; ~c! the full Monte Carlo data of thehr1
signal; and~d! a simulation using a parametrized Monte
Carlo data of nonresonanthp1p0 events generated accord-
ing to phase space.
We do not expecthp resonant structures in this Dalitz
plot because isospin forbidss̄→hp. For all four Dalitz
plots, we recalculate the values ofM2(hp1) and
M2(p1p0) so that the Dalitz boundary corresponds exactly
to that of the mass of theDs
1 @10#, giving the sidebands the
same boundary as the signal region. This causes negligible
smearing of ther1 resonance.
The most obvious feature of the Dalitz plot is that ther1
region stands out so clearly in the data, even though there is
a significant non-Ds
1 background which contains very little
r1. A binned Dalitz fit to the data distribution in the signal
region was performed using the sum of the distributions in
the other three plots in Fig. 7. The normalization of the non-
Ds
1 component is fixed using a fit to thehr1 mass distribu-
tion as in Fig. 6 but without helicity angle andr mass cuts.
The number of resonant and nonresonantDs
1 events is varied
in the fit, with no interference term allowed. The results of
the fit are shown in Table III. The systematic error includes
uncertainties in the efficiencies for charged tracks~4%! and
photons~10%! and the shapes for the signal~4%! and the
background~3%!.
As can be seen from Fig. 7, any nonresonanthp1p0
signal is not easily distinguishable from background in the
Dalitz plot. A total of 99641640 nonresonant events are
seen from the fit. Since this is not significant enough to mea-
sure the branching ratio, we use it to determine the upper
FIG. 6. TheM (hr1) distribution, withh→gg.
FIG. 7. Dalitz plot ofDs
1→hr1, with h→gg. The horizontal
axis isMp1p0
2 ; the vertical axis isMhp1
2 . ~a! Data signal region;~b!
dataMDs sidebands;~c! MC signal;~d! MC simulation of nonreso-
nanthp1p0, generated according to phase space.
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limit G(Ds
1→hp1p0)/G(Ds1→fp1),1.1 at the 90%
confidence level.
In order to understand the systematic error due to possible
interference between the resonant and nonresonant decays
we also did a coherent Dalitz fit. The density of the events in
the Dalitz plot is represented by the expression
I 5A1
21A2
21B32A1A2cos~d12d2!,
whereA1 and d1 are the amplitude and phase of the Breit-
Wigner resonance,A2 andd2 are the amplitude and phase of
the nonresonant decay, both of which are assumed to be
constant, andB is an additional constant which is allowed to
vary from zero to one. The caseB50 corresponds to no
interference between the resonant and nonresonant parts; the
caseB51 corresponds to full interference, expected if the
nonresonant case were indeed a single partial wave with con-
stant phase. The true case could lie anywhere between these
two limits. In the fit when the constantB is allowed to float
it takes the value 0.2460.20, consistent with no interference.
We therefore use the result from the incoherent fit to deter-
mine the branching ratio, and use the result from the coher-
ent fit with B50.44 to find a conservative systematic error
from this source. This corresponds to a 3.6% error. The total
systematic error, obtained by adding this error in quadrature
with the other systematic errors mentioned above, is esti-
mated to be 12%.
B. Ds
1
˜h8r1
The decayDs
1→h8r1 was reconstructed using the decay
modeh8→hp1p2, with h→gg. We require the momen-
tum of theh8 to be greater than 1.0 GeV/c and the invariant
mass of the two pions to be within6170 MeV of ther1
mass. In Fig. 8 we can see a clear peak ofMh8p1p0. The fit
yields 181618 Ds
1→h8r1 events and 24610 D1
→h8r1 events; thus there is no evidence forD1→h8r1.
As for the case of thehr1 decay mode, we need to sub-
tract any nonresonant feedthrough into theh8r1 final state.
In this case, however, a Dalitz plot is not as useful in sepa-
rating the signal from background, because the kinematic
range for the di-pion mass does not extend beyond the region
of the r. We do not expecth8p resonant structures in this
Dalitz plot because isospin forbidsss̄→h8p. We therefore
fit the angular distribution alone to extract ther component.
As for the case of the Dalitz fit forhr1, we use three com-
ponents in the fit:~a! the resonant signal shape, a fourth-
order polynomial determined from the Monte Carlo, simula-
tion which includes the distortion of the pure cos2 up1 shape
due to detector acceptance;~b! a nonresonantDs
1 shape,
which is linear; and~c! a non-Ds
1 background shape, which
is a first-order polynomial determined by fitting the side-
bands. As in the Dalitz fit, we fix the background normaliza-
tion from theDs
1 mass fit, and vary the normalizations of the
signal and nonresonant parts.
Figure 9 shows the fit of the helicity angle distribution for
the events in theDs
1 mass peak. The results of the fit are
shown in Table III. The total systematic error of 11% in-
cludes uncertainties in the photon detection efficiency~10%!
and in the signal~4%!, background~3%!, and nonresonant
~2%! shapes. The best fit has no nonresonantDs
1
→h8p1p0 events, with an upper limit of 15 events. Con-
verting this to an upper limit, taking into account similar
systematic errors as for the resonance mode, we find that
G(Ds
1→h8p1p0)/G(Ds1→fp1),0.4 at the 90% confi-
dence level.
TABLE IV. Fit results forD1→(h,h8)r1.
Type N e(%) eB(%) G/G(fp)(90%C.L)
fp1 970665 20.360.2 9.9
hr1 8632 2.160.1 0.55 ,1.11
h8r1 24610 1.760.1 0.19 ,0.86
TABLE III. Fit results for Ds
1→(h,h8)r1.
Mode N e(%) eB(%) G/G(fp)
fp1 300681 19.160.2 9.4
hr1 447631 1.8260.07 0.47 2.9860.2060.39
h8r1 137614 1.36 0.04 0.15 2.7860.2860.30
FIG. 8. The M (h8r1) distribution, with h8→hp1p2, h
→gg.
FIG. 9. The helicity angle distribution for events in theDs
1 mass
peak for the decay channelDs
1→h8r1.
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The yields and upper limits on the branching ratios for the
D1 decays into final states with ar1 are shown in Table IV.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have measured with improved statistics the branching
ratios of the two-body hadronic decays of theDs
1 : Ds
1
→hp1, h8p1, hr1, andh8r1. The results are consistent
with the previous CLEO measurements@4# and have im-
proved errors. Using weighted averages of the twoh modes,
our results forDs
1→(h,h8)p1 are
G~Ds
1→hp1!
G~Ds
1→fp1! 50.4860.0360.04
and
G~Ds
1→h8p1!
G~Ds
1→fp1! 51.0360.0660.07.
The results for ther modes are
G~Ds
1→hr1!
G~Ds
1→fp1! 52.9860.2060.39
and
G~Ds
1→h8r1!
G~Ds
1→fp1! 52.7860.2860.30.
These measurements have statistical errors typically a factor
of 2 smaller than the previous CLEO results@4# and the
systematic errors are smaller by about a factor of 1.5.
Using these measurements and the published CLEO semi-
leptonic measurements@7#, we can calculate the ratios which
test factorization: G(Ds
1→hr1)/G(Ds1→he1ne)54.4
61.2 and G(Ds
1→h8r1)/G(Ds1→h8e1ne)512.064.3.
The branching ratio for the modeDs
1→h8r1 is much larger
than the value of 2.9 expected from factorization. Using the
normalizationB(Ds
1→fp1)5(3.660.9)% @10#, we calcu-
late B(Ds
1→h8r1)5(10.061.562.5)%, where the second
error is due to the uncertainty in theDs
1→fp1 branching
fraction. This branching fraction is very large, considering
that the flavor wave function of theh8 is only partlyss̄ and
that the rate is suppressed for such aP-wave decay very
close to threshold. There is no obvious mechanism by which
final state interactions could cause such a large enhancement
of one of the dominant decay modes.
Table V summarizes the measurements of branching ra-
tios for all fourDs
1 decays and compares them with theoret-
ical calculations. Models which are successful in predicting
other charm hadronic modes reasonably well predictB(Ds
1
→h8r1) to be 1–3%@5,6,11#. This failure leads theorists to
consider contributions to the amplitude from decay diagrams
other than that shown in Fig. 1. For example, Ballet al. @12#
argue that the high branching ratio forDs
1→h8r could be
due to acs̄ annihilation into aW1 and two gluons, in which
the two gluons hadronize as anh8.
Using the normalization B(D1→fp1)5(6.160.6)
31023 @10#, we also calculate theD1 branching fractions to
the same final states. Table VI summarizes the results. Since
the D1 decays involve two diagrams which interfere, the
theoretical calculations vary widely, and are expected to be
somewhat less reliable than for theDs
1 case.
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